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Little q has an adventure with items beginning with her letter's sound, such as quilts, quail,

quarters, and a quarreling queen.

"The Sound Box Library series from the 1970s has been given a new face, thanks to King's

energetic artwork. In each book, a child named after the appropriate letter looks for items that

begin with that letter of the alphabet to collect in their sound box. This clever setup enables

Moncure to introduce a wide variety of objects in each story, and offers a familiar touch as

readers advance through the alphabet." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.About the AuthorBorn in Orlando, Florida, Moncure was an enthusiastic

teacher for more than 25 years, and a pioneer in the field of early childhood education. She

earned her master's degree from Columbia University, and soon after helped to found the

Virginia Association for Early Childhood Education, which helped to establish the first statewide

standards for teachers of young children.Rebecca Thornburgh announced, at the age of seven,

that she wanted to become a bookmaker, and time has proven her right. She has now been

illustrating children's books full-time for more than 15 years. This illustrator of such books as

The Story of Christmas and Frosty the Snowman lives with her husband and two daughters in

Philadelphia. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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EdDiag, “Letters for pre-readers. Great book for teaching beginning readers. One of the whole

alphabet.”

The book by Jane Belk Moncure has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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